SLIMLIFT 6230

Wall/Floor Mounted Worktop Lift

GRANBERG

Slimlift 6230

Wall/Floor Mounted Worktop Lift
SLIMLIFT 6230 is a wall mounted worktop lift with great flexibility to be adapted for different needs. The equipment in the work surface is
selected according to the function desired. A sink unit and hob can be integrated in the worktop.
The lift can be used separately or together with Granberg's wall cabinet lift to totally adapt the kitchen. Space is left open below the
work surface for knees and legs. If necessary installations below the work surface, (motors, water, drainage), can be concealed by
telescopic cover plates that give the kitchen an attractive appearance.
The motors are continuously adjustable and move the work surface quickly and silently to the required height. The lift can be
equipped with a reliable safety system that guarantees safe operation with no risk of crushing.
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1.8 cm / Sec.
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64.0 - 94.0 cm
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kg 150 kg (59.0 - 180.0 cm)
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250 kg (189.0 - 340.0 cm)
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1) Low construction height provides a very good sitting position.

4) The stable construction allows worktops with a depth of up to 80 cm.

2) A hob can be integrated in the worktop.

5) The frame depth is adjustable to fit adjoining cupboards.

3) Safety switch that guarantees safe operation with no risk of crushing.

6) The work surface is adjustable at an angle to compensate for inclined walls.
7) Free space laterally for electrical installation and wiring.
8) The motors can be moved laterally, providing great flexibility in installation.
9) The brackets are supplied loose to be fitted in the frame in the

required lateral position. No fronts are needed where the worktop lift
is to be used as a workbench or together with a hob. This ensures a
low construction height, providing a very good sitting position.

10) The worktop can be fitted with an overhang of 10 cm on each side,
which means that it can be adapted precisely to adjoining fixtures.

Slimlift 6230
SLIMLIFT 6230 can be used as a lift for a hob, sink unit or worktop. When used together with a hob or solely with a worktop, the lift can
be used without a front, providing an excellent position for seated work.
Used together with a sink unit, it forms an individually designed border. The height is adapted to cover the washing-up sinks.

Slimlift 6230 with hob
When Slimlift is used together with a hob, a working area is formed with
a low construction height, providing a good position for seated work.
As the worktop is allowed to protrude 10 cm on each side, it is simple to
adjust its length to adjacent fixtures.

The worktop is allowed to protrude 10 cm
on each side. This makes it simple to adjust
to adjacent fixtures. The bracket is adjustable laterally.

The lift in the picture is additionally equipped with a motor hood.

Slimlift 6230 with sink unit and hob
When Slimlift is used together with a sink unit, it is recommended to cover
the lift with fronts at a height adapted to the sink's depth.
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Fronts for enclosing washing-up sinks are
fitted with border fittings.
1) Border fitting
2) Front border
3) Attachment for safety switch

The lift in the picture is additionally equipped with a motor hood.
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4) Safety switch

Slimlift 6230 as a vertically adjustable bar unit
Slimlift can be sued as an additional working area. for example, at the end
of a kitchen island. The lift then forms a working area that can be used both
from sitting and standing position. Installation is simple and does not affect
the other kitchen fittings.

The lift in the picture is additionally equipped with a motor hood.

